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Bitcoin & Crypto Currency Update                     (free to premium members)  

29 June 2018 (6am AUS EAST): Bitcoin Update for Premium Members (Report 46)  
Private and Confidential Algorithm  
 
Dear Crypto Friend,  
 
- Overnight we saw Bitcoin change path and form a Falling Wedge (bullish sign) – See YouTube Video here  
- In effect the Rising Wedge (bearish sign) turned into a Falling Wedge (bullish sign) 
- We believe this to be a medium-strong indicator of an incoming Bitcoin Price Reversal 
- We have identified a potential LOW point of $5530 and then a reversal upwards to break the BLUE line with a price factor of 

potential $5860 range 
- This price point, could also be a LOW entry point into Bitcoin (risky), however, Bitcoin needs to substantially break upwards to 

confirm the upwards trend direction from here onwards  
- The Entry Plan in this document is the “Safe Zone” entry point. 

 
 
Data below are from Report 45 of 27 June 2018 
- 2 major technical indicators are now fully complete and we expect an imminent price rise within days 
- Algorithm data, despite price suppression, still validates an incoming PRICE SPIKE UPWARDS (see archive algorithm data) 
 
MAJOR TECHNICAL INDICATOR 1 – FALLING WEDGE (PRICE REVERSAL) 
The Falling Wedge is a bullish pattern that begins wide at the top and contracts as prices move lower. This price action forms a 
cone that slopes down as the reaction highs and reaction lows converge. In contrast to symmetrical triangles, which have no 
definitive slope and no bias, falling wedges unquestionably slope down and have a bullish bias.  
- We see 7 major waves (algorithm data confirms 7 waves) – marked on chart 
- We see 5 secondary waves formed into [a to d] with [f] wave being the upwards wave (forming now – see chart)  
- We expect the [f] wave to break upwards and form the consolidation trend reversal pattern 
- This [f] wave will eventually form the line that breaks the all-time high for Bitcoin – see target $19667 
- Tentative timelines are: 

o 4-7 July being the break above $7800,  
o 11-14 August the break above $9663 and 10-15 September being the break above $11684 

- There is evidence within our algorithm data that Bitcoin may have a PRICE SPIKE UPWARDS as indicated on the Archive 
Algorithm Data in chart below. So, do not be surprised if time contracts and Bitcoin reverse an upwards trend spike after we 
reach our first target of $7800 

- Furthermore, data indicate a ‘loss of control’ of the world stock markets, increase in VIX, a run to Silver and a Bitcoin surge. 
We first identified this “loss of control” in report 4 of Bitcoin year 2018/19. Although pro-longed and expanded, these events 
are “booked” to occur at any time.  

https://www.mariuslandman.com/get-membership.html
https://youtu.be/R05afE8ilEk
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-  Report 12 February 2018 
- Let me ask you, have you felt the “silent horn”? If you did, then take action.  

 
 
- Also note the yellow parallel channel and the pink parallel channel: These are BULL FLAG patterns. While the yellow flag 

pattern is complete, the pink flag has formed the final 5th wave and we now expect an upwards move.  
 
MAJOR TECHNICAL INDICATOR 2 – TRIPLE BOTTOM (BULLISH REVERSAL)  
The Triple Bottom Reversal is a bullish reversal pattern typically found on bar charts, line charts and candlestick charts. There are 
three equal lows followed by a break above resistance. As major reversal patterns, these patterns usually form over a 3- to 6-
month period. 
- We see Bitcoin consolidating the third bottom (see right yellow circle) 
- We expect, as per the ‘falling wedge” previously mentioned, that Bitcoin will start a price reversal upwards  
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Exit Plan and Safe Zone Entry Plan [Applies to 27 June 2018 onwards] 
We have seen during the last 4 months that price suppression by the “powers that be” are unprecedented. For this reason, we 
need to ensure we protect our assets against flawed information and fake news perpetrated by worldwide mainstream media. 
Upon request by the crypto community we provide an EXIT PLAN and a Safe Zone ENTRY PLAN. This will be helpful for newbies 
and those considering entry and exit points in various stage investing in cryptos.  
Exit Plan Sell: 

$5923 Sell 25% into Cash (you have 75% portfolio left) 
Sell into Cash or USDT 

I will not sell any Bitcoin in any of my 4 major portfolios.  
This only applies to my Model Portfolio 

$5772 Sell 20% into Cash  left over portfolio value 

$5704 Sell 15% into Cash  left over portfolio value 

$5685 Sell 15% into Cash  left over portfolio value 

$5640 Sell 50%  left over portfolio value 

$5601 Sell all and exit market  Wait for market to return to uptrend and enter 

 
Safe Zone Entry Plan Buy: Assuming you have let’s say $1000, same applies to $5000, $10,000 or more (work in %) 
Keep in mind that risky investors can consider buying at trend reversal patterns which are equal to Exit Plan price direction. 

$6896 Buy  10% of cash and ladder in buys in segments   

$7267 Market moves up buy 10% of left over cash  

$7812 Market moves up  Consider over 20% 

$8207 Market moves up   Consider over 20%+++ 

$8504 Market moves up   10-15%+++ - leave 10% cash as a safeguard to buy dips 

 
 
In summary: 
Our targets have not changed.  
However, we remain cautious but optimistic. 
A break upwards will confirm BUY entry points.  
 
 
Follow us on: 
Twitter 
Telegram Public 
YouTube 
Facebook 
Telegram for Premium Members (see website) 

https://twitter.com/LandM_Marius
https://t.me/top20cryptos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIvflUpuHqq64NI1RyY9RCw
https://www.facebook.com/groups/BitcoinTrendForecast/
https://www.mariuslandman.com/premium-membership.html
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Become a Premium Member: click here Premium Membership  
 
 

Disclaimer 
Reminder, this report is not financial advice and you should not rely on this data to buy and sell any assets. You must still do your own research. All data and 
information in this report is fully copyright protected and no part of this is to be made “public” except by the author stated.  
Trading digital currencies is risky and you should only use capital that you can afford to lose. Any services we provide in connection with cryptocurrencies or their 
exchanges are not subject to the Australian Financial Services Licence regime. If you use this report in your country or any jurisdiction outside Australia you do it at 
your own risk. Whilst the information in this website is believed to be reliable we make no representations as to its accuracy or completeness. The financial 
products (if any) and other assets or commodities discussed within this report may not be suitable for all investors.  
 
Any recommendation provided for cryptocurrency or their exchanges is not financial product advice. Where we compare cryptocurrencies to financial products 
(attempting to exclude such comparisons), any financial product information is general advice only. Any financial product advice included in this website and 
documents/reports has been prepared without taking into account your purposes, financial situation and/or needs (or gaols/strategies). Before acting on the 
information, you should consider whether it’s appropriate to you, in light of your purposes, financial situation and/or needs. Many digital currencies are not 
financial products, and Australian digital currency exchanges are not typically subject to capital regulation, as mentioned before.  
 
This report is provided for informational purpose only. It is not an offer or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any 
particular trading idea or plan. Any advice within this report is provided on a general advice only. Investors must make their own informed investment decisions 
and seek professional investment advice. 
 
Also note that prices and availability of financial instruments are subject to change without notice and investment transactions can lead to losses because of price 
fluctuations, extreme volatility and other major unforeseen influences.  

https://www.mariuslandman.com/get-membership.html

